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A REPORT ON THE WORK PERFORMED OH

MINERAL CLAIMS L512579 and L5226S7 to L522693 INCLUSIVE 

GRENFELL TWP.. LARDER LAKE MINING DTVISTQN. ONTARIO.

PROPERTY

The eight-claim group consists of mineral claims 

L-512579 and L-522637 to L-522693 situated in the north 

easterly portion of Grenfell Township, District of Teraiskaraing, 

Province of Ontario and approximately 2\ miles southeast of 

the village of Sesekinika. The location is 48" 10' 30" 

latitude and 80 * 11' 15" longitude.

It is reached by l mile of rough gravel road from 

Sesekinika, then 2.1 miles of bush road suitable at present 

onlv for k -wheel -drive vehicles.

HISTORY

Ontario government records describe the early 

historv of the property as follows:

"The first work to be recorded on this property was done in 

1932 when the Woodward-Kirkland Syndicate sank a 60-foot 

shaft on a narrow high-grade gold-beariner quartz vein. In 

December of the same vear the 12 claims covering the prospect 

were acquired by Kirkland Consolidated Gold Mines Ltd.

During 1933 the two -compartment shaft was deepened 

to 265 feet and new levels were established at the 150 and
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250 foot horizons. In June, 1934 the property was taken 

over by Kirkland Consolidated Mines Ltd. Underground work 

was suspended in November but was resumed for a short tine 

in August and September, 1935. At the tine work ceased, total 

underground development consisted of: on the 60 foot level; 

15 feet of drifting and 14 feet of cross-cutting; a station 

at the 150-foot level; on the 250-foot level; 800 feet of 

drifting and 1300 feet of cross-cutting. In addition, 3270 

feet of underground and 2##6 feet of surface diamond drilling 

had been recorded.

In 1937 the property was leased to Donald E. Sirola 

for 2 years. An open pit 30 x 7 x 6 feet was worked from 

August to December of 1933 and some ore shipped.

In September 193S, Kiryan Gold Mines Ltd. was 

incorporated to take over the property of Kirkland Consolidated 

Mines Ltd. Some diamond drilling was reported carried out in 

1939 but nothing was done in 1940. In 1941 D.S. Baird of 

Sesekinika and T.M. Church of Kirkland Lake leased the property. 

The presence of scheelite, in association with the gold- 

bearing quartz veins of the property, had been discovered by a 

government engineer during the summer of 1941, and during the 

latter half of the year Baird and Church prospected the property 

as a possible source of tungsten."

A further report "Mines of Ontario in 1941" 

published in 1942 reads, in part, as follows: "D.S. Baird of 

Sesekinika, and T.M. Church of Kirkland Lake leased the 

property of Kiryan Gold Mines Ltd. in 1941 and carried on 

ooerations from August 7 to December 31 ' -    -  -  
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Forraer operators sank a vertical, 2-compartment 

shaft to a depth of about 265 fe'et on claim L-21426, Lateral 

work consisted of 15 feet of drifting and 14 feet of cross 

cutting on the 60-foot level, a station at 150 feet, and 

approximately #00 feet of drifting and 1300 feet of cross 

cutting at 250 feet.

In 1941 the lessees dewatered the workings to the 

60-foot level, where they did 15 feet of drifting and 16 feet 

of raising. About 177 tons of ore was mined and sent to the 

Morris Kirkland mill for treatment.

The hoist was driven by a 25 h.p. steam boiler; 

and air for drilling was supplied by a 310-cubic-foot gasoline 

compressor, both rented.

D. S. Baird was in charge of the work, employing , 

three men."

Claims covering the shaft and open pit area are 

reported to have been restaked in 1959 or I960 but there 

is no known record of further work.

The Tobum Mining Co. of Kirkland Lake is reported 

to have dewatered and sampled the underground workings in 

1942 but no record of the results has been found,

The writer staked one claim, L-512579 in October, 

1978 and obtained seven adjoining claims by transfer on 

September 18, 1979. Work done in 1979 is the subject of 

this report.



GENERAL GEOLOGY

In Geological Report No. 30, Bompas and Grenfell 

Townships, 1Q64, J.A. Grant describes the general geology 

(in part) as follows:

"The Bompas-Grenfell area lies immediately west of 

Teck Township on the Kirkland Lake gold belt (see Thomson 1950, 

Fig. 2) The possible extension of the Larder Lake fault 

trends east-northeast through the extreme southeast corner of 

Grenfell Township. So does the belt of Timiskaming rocks. 

The volcanic rocks underlying this belt unconformably,have a 

general easterly trend in the Kirkland Lake area. As these 

rocks pass into Grenfell township, the trend swings to the 

northwest, and these volcanic rocks underlie most of Grenfell.

—————— The volcanic rocks are the oldest in the 

area. They are slightly metamorphosed intermediate lavas and 

are massive, pillowed, or fragmental. They are commonly 

referred to as Keewatin. They have a southeast to east- 

southeast trend, dip steeply, and face north ————————The 

volcanic rocks are intruded by gabbro and diabase which are 

widespread in northeastern Grenfell.—————————— the gabbro, 

diabase and diorite are , in part, the more coarsely grained 

portions of thick flows; but they also occur as dikes and 

sills in the flows. This presents the problem of distinguishing 

between intrusive and extrusive varieties of rock. The 

problem is difficult except where good contact relations can 

be seen; and is made more difficult by the fact that the 

intrusions often become more fine-drained at their margins———
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—————— The gold in this area, usually occurs in quartz 

veins with sulphides and, in some cases, carbonate. Chalco 

pyrite and pyrrhotite ? with pyrite and (rarely) sphalerite 

or galena, appear in quartz veins, as disseminations in the 

host rock - this is often fragmental lava - and occasionally 

as sulphide veinlets."

LOCAL GEOLOGY AND MINERALIZATION

Rocks observed by the writer were either fine 

grained greenish flows or coarse, dark gabbroic types some 

of which may be coarse-grained flows. A large mass of the 

latter type, thought to be tholeiitic basalt occurs on the 

north side of the open pit. Fine-grained flows occupy the 

south side of the pit, The margin between these two rock 

types is traceable southwestward from the open pit for about 

600 feet. East of the pit, in the vicinity of the old mine 

camps, drill core on the ground at drill sites contains 

porphyritic differentiates of the volcanic rocks.

In the open pit, visible gold occurs in white or 

watery quartz sometimes as small or large grains in quartz 

stringers, sometimes in quartz-filled breccia often near 

chalcopyrite. Iron pyrite and scheelite are also present. 

Spectacular gold was mined from the pit according to reliable 

sources.

The most notable feature of the pit area is-a 

northeasterly fault, dipping steeply southeast, which contains 

gold-bearing ouartz veins and stringers up to 4" wide.
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Even barren-looking quartz in the fault yields interesting 

assays and visible gold ad.iacent to pyrite-chalcopyrite 

mineralization was observed in quartz stringers. The gold is 

not confined to the fault but extended as stringers and quartz- 

filled fractures at least 6 feet from the fault into the north 

wall. The fault may have served as the main stress relief 

mechanism with accompanying fracturing of the walls. More 

study is required to learn the control for the gold deposition 

at this location.

The Shea vein, some 700 feet southwest of the shaft 

and open pit, is exposed in pits and trenches for a length 

of 150 feet. It strikes 1110 azimuth and dips 6l" to the 

northeast. It is of white quartz with little or no visible 

mineralization (except pyrite in the walls) but is reported 

to contain visible gold in places. Assavs from grab samples 

show 0.013 and 0.022 ounces of gold per ton.
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WORK PERFORMED DURING 1979

OBJECTIVES

(a) To explore the property in general for gold 
deposits by prospecting and geophysics, etc.

(b) To investigate the open-pit - shaft area, 

including the rock dumps in an effort to learn

(i) whether further gold production could be expected 

from the pit,

(ii) if so, its location in the pit,

(iii) whether the pit is connected to the underground 

workings,

(iv) the relationship of the pit ore to gold in the 

fault,

(v) to determine the factors, structural or other, 

which resulted in the deposition of gold at that location and

(vi) whether similar conditions for gold deposition 

might be expected elsewhere on the property.

PLANNING

It was expected that far more work than can now be 

reported would be accomplished but an unavoidable late start, 

delays in completing; work on the 2.1-mile access road, an 

unusual amount of rainfall and occupational debilitating factors 

all combined to reduce the total working time. This necessitated
*

adjustment of priorities and a focus on obtaining a maximum

of information about the open-pit area before the annual freeze-up.
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WORK PERFORMED

The work done may be considered in two parts:

(a) The intensive work in the open-pit area,

(b) The more general exploration work e.g, searching for 

former mineral occurrences and related tasks,

WORK IN THE OPEN-PIT AREA

Before entering the open-pit it was necessary to 

cut and remove the dense undergrowth which had developed during 

the past 40 years and to remove loose rock overhanging the 

steep walls of the pit. Dewatering was accomplished with a 

3-H.P. gasoline driven centrifugal pump which was lowered into 

the pit in steps as the water-level descended. The pit was 

1# feet deep, measured from the high-water mark and can be 

dewatered in k to 5 hours depending upon the season and surface 

seepage. Tt was necessary to build a ladder, construct a 

hoisting tripod, a tramway, winch and dumping area for debris 

from the pit.

The shaft headframe had collapsed into the pit with 

the result that much decayed wood, brush and timbers had to 

be hoisted to the surface. When the cleanout of the pit was 

eventually completed, it was found that 4 to 5 feet of broken 

rock covered the bottom. Rather than attempt to move the rock 

with the limited facilities on hand, a trench was cut through 

it across the pit to expose a part of the bottom for examination 

and sampling;.

An old one-ton shaft-sinking bucket found in the 

pit was hoisted to the surface to increase the working space.
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It had been rumored that the pit was connected by 

a raise to the 60-foot level in the shaft but no evidence of 

this was found. The water-level in the shaft was unaffected 

by dewatering of the pit.

The pit walls were washed, examined, sampled and 

surveyed before allowing the pit to flood.

Assay results are shown on the accompanying assay 

record and the plan of the open-pit. From these it can be 

seen that some gold is present in all four walls and the 

bottom of the pit and in the broken rock occupying the bottom, 

but the most promising location is the fault itself on the 

south side of the pit. Assays of quartz from the fault and 

an assay plan prepared by former operators of the property in 

1932 suggest a possible high-grade gold deposit in the fault. 

They called this their No. l Vein. Except for a small amount 

of rock removed from it in the open-pit and what may have been 

taken by lessees on the 60-foot level, the vein appears to be 

virtually intact. The length is 39.3 feet at the surface with 

both ends open and an average sampled width (1932 record) of

2.03 feet.

Approximately 16 feet of the pit bottom, measured 

on its long axis, remains unexamined due to the broken rock 

covering it. Assay results to-date suggest a gold-bearing 

zone alone; the north wall as well as the aforementioned gold- 

bearing fault. The suggested north wall zone coincides with 

reports from the lessees of spectacular gold being mined at 

that location. However, future sampling of the now-covered 

part of the pit bottom may show other points of gold occuijence
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in the pit as well. The broken rock could be removed by a 

back-hoe with a long boom, a power scraper or manual methods. 

The walls of the pit may reouire some shoring-up.

The above-mentioned 1932 assay plan showed that the 

"fault71 vein yielded high gold assays across widths which 

varied from 12 to 48 inches. This zone should be trenched and 

resampled at close intervals. Trenching across its north 

eastern and southwestern extremities may extend its length. 

The southwestern end is presently under dump rock from the 

shaft.

The shaft collar has caved and the workings are 

under water. Thus it is impossible to investigate the under 

ground workings at present. The Ontario Department of Labour, 

Mining Health and Safety Branch fenced the shaft in 1979 for 

public safety reasons. In the meantime attempts are being 

made to secure as many old records as possible dealing with 

underground information.

GENERAL EXPLORATION and RELATED WORK

Because of much new undergrowth and caving trenches 

since the 1930's many of the former surface showings were 

located only after a great deal of searching. The brush had 

to be cut and the rock surfaces cleaned. Two former showings 

were found and a t'.iird, reportedly a high-grade gold occurrence, 

has not been located even though the original finder, Mr. 

Chesser Shea of Sesekinika, kindly provided his services in an
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ef fort to find it. Of those found, one was a Bone of quartz 

stringers and pyrite mineralization some 300 feet northwest 

of the shaft which, when sampled, yielded very low gold assays,

The second former showing located was the "SHEA" 

vein mentioned earlier in this report. Assays of grab samples 

of white ouartz from this vein ran 0.013 and 0.023 ounces of 

gold per ton. All but one of these occurrences were surveyed 

by Brunton compass and plotted on preliminary maps which 

accompany this report.

THE ACCESS ROAD

Access to the property is by a single-lane bush road 

suitable at present, only for four-wheel-drive vehicles with 

hi?rh wheels. A great deal of cutting was necessary to clear 

it of 40 years growth of "trees and underbrush. At one time 

the road was in good condition with corduroy pads in the 

swamps and the soft spots filled with crushed rock from the 

mine . Oldtimers report that heavy truckloads of birch logs 

snapped the logs in the corduroy and pushed the crushed rock 

deep into the soft roadbed. Thus the present road is wet, 

muddy and extremely roush. Tt will be necessary to carry out 

extensive repairs to again make the property accessible by 

motor vehicles.

nCK

(a) THE QPRN-PIT DUMP

This dump contains the rock discarded during the 

hand sorting of high-crade ore shipped by the lessees. The
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sortinf; is reported to have been on a visual basis, only 

material containing visible gold being shipped. Specimens 

containing visible gold were found in the dump during the 

1Q79 program.

The dump consists of both tholeitic basalt and fine 

grained greenish volcanics. Some of the rock is fractured or 

brecciated and contains nuartz stringers or angular rock 

fragments surrounded by quarte-carbonate gangue. Pyrite occurs 

in tiie host rock and both pyrite and chalcopyrite are present 

eparselv, in the gangue. The free gold seen was in specimens 

of quartz-fit led breccia containing chalcopyrite and pyrite. 

A selected sample of breccia and quartz stringers with pyrite 

and chalcooyrite assayed 0,639 ounces of gold per ton.

(b) DUMPS FROM UNDERGROUND WORKINGS

The main dump projects southeasterly to southerly 

some 150 feet from the shaft into swampy ground. It consists 

of an east and a west portion which converge at the north end 

near the shaft. There is also a west dump and a smaller 

isolated dump. The latter is between the west dump and the 

west part of the main dump. The different dumps are thought 

to be indications of the customary practice of the placement 

of different kinds of material in different dumps.

The east portion of the main dump is mainly massive 

tholeitic basalt, presumably from rock in the shaft and 

possibly elsewhere in the workings. The western portion of 

tlie main dump contains light-colored, fine-grained volcanic
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rock with auartz and calcite stringers and some pyrite. 

There is also some black schistose rock. Material in the 

isolated dump is similar to that in the west portion of the 

main dump.

The west dump must have been considered "Special", 

bein^ away from the others and contains more light-colored 

material. Quartz, calcite, pyrite, the latter sometimes in 

heavy clusters, and light-colored volcanic host rock are 

present. A sample of the best-looking material in terms of 

mineralization and silicification or quartz assayed 0.04 

ounces of gold per ton.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The distribution of gold on the property is both 

widespread and in significant concentrations at some locations. 

Examples are, the open-pit and "fault'' zone, the Shea vein, 

verbal reports about good values in two surface diamond drill 

holes, a report by C. Shea of a lost calaverite-bearing vein 

northwest of the shaft, high-grade material on the 60-foot 

level as told by former miners and a spectacular showing of 

gold on the 250-foot level reported by Andrew Byberg of New

Liskeard, Ontario.

The most promising of these at present is the occurr 

ence in the open-pit-shaft area where results show a considerable 

concentration of gold on surface. This, together with-values 

encountered underground at the 60-foot level is suggestive 

of a significant tonnage considering that it is probably high-
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grade material. There is also the possibility that it will 

extend downward beyond the 60-foot level.

2. More investigation of the open-pit area is necessary 

to understand the pattern of the gold distribution there and 

the structural and other controls. The remaining broken rock 

in the pit should be removed tp permit examination and sampling 

of the bottom. The possible continuation downward and laterally 

of the pit occurrence should be investigated by surface drilling. 

The ends of the "fault" zone should betrenched and sampled to 

extend or determine its length. Sufficient sampling of the 

fault zone should be done to estimate the grade and width at 

the surface and if the results are encouraging a bulk sample 

should be taken.

3. The entire property should be prospected and mapped. 

VLF and magnetometer surveys should be carried out.

4. The airborne EM anomaly near the northeast corner of 

the property should be examined.

5. The road should be improved by filling swampy areas 

and ruts with crushed rock or coarse gravel. Some drainage

ditches should be dug.
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RECOMKSNDATIONS

1. Remove the remaining broken rock from the open pit. 

Examine and sample the bottom.

2. Trench and sample the "fault" zone putting in rock

trenches if required. Because of the high-grade nature 

of the material, bulk sample if justified.

3. Investigate by surface diamond drilling the downward 

extension of the gold-bearing structure in the pit and 

if encountered in the drilling, delineate its length, dip, 

width and plunge.

4. Cut an east-west line ?rid with lines at 400-foot spacings 

and mark at 100-foot stations.

5. Prospect this grid and map geology locating old drill 

holes, workings, etc.

6. Run a VLF EM survey over the grid with readings at 50- 

foot intervals.

7. Carry out a magnetometer survey over the grid with 50- 

foot stations.

6. Examine the airborne EM anomaly in the northeast corner of 

the property.

9. Improve the access road by filling holes and ruts with 

mine rock or coarse gravel. Dig drainage ditches where 

necessary.
Respectfully submitted

Q^- ̂ J^^- 

Cobalt, Ontario *JOHN SIROLA
February 14, 1Q#0 Mining Geophysicist
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GRENFELL PROGRAM 

Oct. 1979 ASSAY RECORD

SAMPLE. DESCRIPTION Au Oz/T Au - @ 
No.

330 Shea Vein. Grab of Qtz in 0(.013 S 5.20 
shattered Thol, Basalt,Pyrite 
in seams in Basalt - sample of 
white Qtz. Westernmost pit.

331 Shea Vein. Grab of Qtz from 0.028 11.20 
easternmost pit. Fine-gr. vole. 
host rock. Pyrite in Qtz.

332 Open pit, 4* chip sample 0.027 10.80 
across west end of pit (standing 
on muck).

333 Open pit, chip sample along 0.104 41.60 
15* of north wall of pit, 
starting from west end, standing 
on muck.

334 East end of open pit. 2" of Qtz 0.572 228.80 
str. fc schist, taken in the 
fault.

335 qtz stringers in pit ~- 200' SW 0.007 2.80 
of shaft. Otz, Gale, Py, Cp in 
fine-gr. voles.

336 Open pit, 28" chip sample in N. 0.15 60.00 
end of trench in muck in bottom 
of pit. Mainly rock, a few Qtz 
stringers.
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DESCRIPTION AU OZ/T AU

337 Open pit, 20n chip sample Tr. Tr. 
in centre portion of tr. in 
muck fc adjoining S. end of 
S 336. F. gr. rock with a few 
Otz stringers.

Open pit, 16" chip sample in Tr. Tr, 
tr. in muck across bottom of 
open pit. Adjoins S. end of 
S 337, barren f.gr. rock.

330 Open pit, 14n chip sample in O.OP 36.00 
Otz str's fe sil. rock in W.face 
Rock is Thol. Basalt

340 Fines from bottom of tr. in 0.34 136.00 
muck on bottom of open pit 
(on N., sump, end of trench).

341 Otz Vein ̂  2" wide on K. side of 0.13 52.00 
pit at ladder.

342 Qtz str's trending SE from 0.34 136.00 
fault at location of vis.gold, 
12' fr E. end of pit at ladder. 
Width c 1.5" (12* W. of E. end 
of pit St 9 f below H. water mark.

343 Dump sample - Best looking 0.04 16.00 
material in terms of sulphides 
fe Sil'n or Otz from W. dump.
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SAMPLE DESCRIPTION Au .08 /T Au
TTo

344 Pieces from Qtz vein on S. 0.74 296.00 
wall of open pit. Vein 
follows the fault. Width ~ 4"

324 Grab fr pit dump. Qtz in 0.639 255.60 
Thol.Basalt fe Breccia. Some 
Chalco fe Pyrite.

325 Grab from rock trench 300 1 NW 0.003 1.20 
of shaft 8c 100' W of road, 
sugary Qtz fe Pyrite.
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